
In your role

− You support the Group HR Team in innovative, group-wide HR projects and
have the opportunity to work at an international level

− You help our Group HR Team in day-to-day business and thus gain insight
into our HR work

− You shape the future of SAG – Autonet Group by bringing your expertise
and perspective to ongoing initiatives to improve HR processes

− You actively work on expanding communities, designing new content and
implementing forward-thinking HR concepts

− You collaborate and encourage problem solving between teams
− You explore and experiment to challenge yourself and establish norms

Autonet Import LTD is one of the most important business conglomerates in the automotive and repair industry in the region. Aside from a
comprehensive portfolio, we offer various services, concepts and knowledge base to almost 9000 B2B partners both in Hungary and Romania. Autonet
Import LTD is part of the Swiss Automotive Group ("SAG"). SAG is one of the largest European suppliers of automotive spare parts, represented in more
than ten European countries and headquartered in Switzerland.

We need you in our team for the role of

GROUP HR TRAINEE

− You will get to know international HR practices and gain valuable skills in
this exciting professional field

− You will gain work experience in a collegial and value-oriented employee
environment

− You will be given various tasks and the opportunity to develop personally
and professionally

− You will be given a lot of creative freedom and the opportunity to take on
responsible, creative and independent work

− You will receive support and feedback whenever you have questions
− You will have flexible working hours

Are you interested?
Send us your CV to

job@autonet.ro until 31.05.2023

What you bring with you

− You are motivated and want to learn something new
every day and you are willing to put in the time and effort

− You have enthusiasm for people and for professional HR
work

− You are open and respectful in dealing with people from
different cultures and backgrounds

− You work in a structured, independent, thoughtful, and
reliable way

− Ideally, you completed your studies in HR, social sciences,
psychology or similar subjects

− You have very good spoken and written communication
skills in English (min. B2); Knowledge of German would be
an advantage

− You dare to step out of your role and your comfort zone

mailto:job@autonet.ro

